
Insight re: Kansas City Weekend – Larry Pearson, March 24, 2015   

 

I saw a picture of Paul as a very, very small man pushing open a very thick and very high door.  
Behind this door I believe is a realm that the fallen sons have held captive for a very long time and 
they didn’t want it exposed and now they’re trembling.  The Lord brought him there to take him to 
the very foundations of where the prophetic was birthed in the Kansas City Prophets in the 80’s and 
the Lord is issuing a decree to extract the mixture, tears, plants, false prophetic.  He’s issuing a 
decree to remove the mixture in the movement of all those things and more.  These afflictions are 
now going to produce the greater weight of glory into the Body and awaken it with discernment and 
wisdom to know what is truly going on.  This will happen once the TV programs and broadcasts are 
released.   

Well done, my faithful son. I have chosen you and you have learned to run. The winds of change are 
coming where I will find a resting place among you and Aslan’s Place.  Expansion shall come.  I’m 
grounding you in a relational house called ‘Abundant Living’.  Trust Me to lead for you will see My 
family exceed in blessing, in favour and great fruit.  I’m serving up a wine in the desert.  Many shall 
come and see Me there.  Your travel plans may be coming to a change in the future.  (Might be 
farther off than perceived.  Don’t know the timeline).  I am bringing to you a couch like Solomon.  
Angels on assignment to bring an alignment of apostolic rest to perceive and receive My best.  When 
they come, it will prove that the seasons about travel have changed.  Technology has been 
authorized to monopolize your equipping ministry for the follow up to the extended family I give you 
through the broadcasts.  (Feels like the Spirit of Prophecy is thanking him for the cost that he paid 
over the weekend.  The Spirit feels like He can breathe into the Body again). 


